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Feel Good Threads
During Fashion Week, Maria Eliades caught 
up	with	Lady	Faith’s	designer	Nazlı	Soylu	to	
talk about channelling energy through colors 
and	patterns.	Photos	by	Julius Motal   

Nazlı	Soylu	is	not	in	it	
for the money. Walk 
into her Lady Faith by 

Nazlı	Soylu	store	overlooking	
Bebek	Park	and	you'll	feel	
something	distinctly	non-retail,	
even 24 hours before her new 
collection is set to debut at 
Istanbul Fashion Week. 

"I'm not trying to change my 
designs every four months," 
Soylu says. "It's not like, 'I 
have to change this print 
and make this, and that! 
And you consume!' I believe 
everything should be in its 
own way, that it takes time. 
I'm trying to explain something 
else through clothes – how 
you can change your day, 
your mood, your energy, by 
choosing something when 
you're	shopping.	People	expect	
you to make constructions, 
but personally I don't think the 
world needs more different 
clothes."

The designer conceives each 

painting on her clothes through 
a process that involves 
meditating in her garden in 
Çesme before giving free reign 
to her inspiration. Soylu’s 
aim is to support the energy 
of the women who wear her 
clothes through the colors and 
patterns on the fabric. She 
plucks out a soft, knit blend 
hoodie with a matching set of 
spandex leggings colored with 
one of her signature paintings 
from the new collection’s 
rack of clothes to show off. 
The patterns in the painting 
-	in	this	case	in	olive	green,	
mauve, pink, and orange 
among	other	colors	-	are	in	the	
shape of female figure with a 
prominent heart set against a 
black backdrop. They're not of 
the garment as much as they 
are the garment itself, a fact 
that	Soylu,	a	Parsons	Fashion	
School graduate, and a former 
intern and designer for Diane 
Von	Furstenberg,	says	is	no	
accident, as she was always 
more interested in painting 
and prints rather than sewing 
and design.

To create her collections, 
which besides hoodies and 
leggings contain everything 
from	T-shirts	to	flowy	dresses	
and athletic outfits that can 
easily be worn outside the 
gym, Soylu faces the challenge 
of getting the colors just 
right. With over 200 shades 
and a meticulousness about 
placement, the prints on her 
clothes can only be digitally 
printed. Soylu and one of 
her assistants must visit the 
factories in person to ensure 
that the colors are just right. 

Neither the pattern we see 
on the hoodie and pants, nor 
any of patterns in her Fall/
Winter 2015, however, are in 
fact new. They're the same 
as those from her Spring 
Summer 2015 collection 
but transformed into darker 
shades following Soylu's 
energy	ethos	-	that	wearers	
need to feel "safer" and to 
combat a "fear of energy" in 
winter. 
   At her show on Wednesday, 

the hoodie – this time shown 
in spandex in order to stand 
out	more	-	is	the	first	to	come	
out on the runway, popping out 
of a rumble of tympani that 
marks the start of the show. 
The outfit struts forward on 
the model to the beat of a 
Wild West symphony that later 
modulates into an electrified 
country song and at the very 
end,	into	a	sitar-like	sound	as	
the show reaches its apex.
Every	outfit	is	a	splash	of	

colors, and it is a surprise to 

see	not	the	expected	show-
stopping long dress as the 
last piece, but a silk dress of 
the very same plummy purples 
and green with miniscule 
straps that billows around 
the model as she walks, 
promising but never delivering 
a glimpse of the full shape of 
her body. Like the rest of the 
collection, the simplicity of 
the designs deliver the feeling 
of clothes meant for real 
women's bodies. The implicit 
understanding, as it has been 
through talking to Soylu, is 
not that women should strive 
to fit the clothes and fashion 
but that clothes must exist to 
fit the women and to support 
what they feel and that to 
which they aspire. After all, as 
Soylu says, "It's not a brand 
for fashion only."

Lady Faith by Nazlı Soylu 
Cevdet Paşa Caddesi, Park 
Apartmanı 33/3, Bebek, 
ladyfaith.com.tr  
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